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DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF A KINETICS-BASED

ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY (KELA) FOR SEROLOGIC

DIAGNOSIS OF BOVINE RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS INFECTION

INTRODUCTION

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is recognized as an important etiological

agent of acute respiratory disease in humans and cattle (Chanock et al., 1957;

Jacobs et al., 1971; Paccaud and Jacquier, 1970; Jacobs and Edington, 1975;

WHO Scientific Group, 1980; Hall, et al., 1976). RSV was notoriously difficult to

isolate because of the highly labile nature of the virus (Rosenquist, 1974; Hall

and Douglas, 1975; Smith et al., 1975). Consequently, the true extent of its

pathogenic capabilities went unrecognized for many years. With subsequent

improvements in virus detection methods, its importance as a pathogen in both

species is now acknowledged (Bohlender et al., 1982; Parrott et al., 1973;

Parrott et al., 1975; Wellemanns, 1977; WHO Scientific Group, 1980).

Accepted methods of bovine respiratory syncytial virus (BRSV) diagnosis

have included detection of the virus itself by virus isolation and by immuno-

fluorescence. Serologic confirmation of infection has been made with the

complement fixation test and with serum-virus neutralization, using both

endpoint and plaque reduction neutralization (Wellemanns, 1977). Each of

these methods for detecting virus or virus-specific antibody has disadvantages.

Some are arduous to perform, while others are not as precise at detecting virus

or virus-specific antibody. The extreme lability of the virus, as well as its highly

variable presence in the course of disease, make antigen detection difficult. For

a variety of reasons, then, laboratory diagnosis of BRSV infection can be difficult

to perform (Richardson et al., 1978; Mills et al., 1971). Even when viral infection

can be confirmed by serologic or antigen detection methods, extended periods

of time are frequently required for diagnosis.

The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) recently has been

favored as a rapid and sensitive tool for virus diagnosis. In human medicine,

several ELISA techniques have been described for detection of serum and

secretory antibodies against RSV (Richardson et al., 1978; Cranage and
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Coombs, 1982; Hornsleth et al., 1981a; Welliver and Ogra, 1983). In addition,

methods for the direct detection of virus have been developed (Chao et al.,

1979; Hendry and McIntosh, 1982; McIntosh et al., 1982; Hornsleth et al.,

1981b). In the field of veterinary medicine, Gillette (1983) developed an

endpoint ELISA for the detection of serum IgG antibody against BRSV.

The traditional endpoint ELISA can be both sensitive and rapid, but is not

without its quantitative limitations. The purpose of the current study was to

develop a more quantitative technique for titration of serum IgG antibody using a

kinetics-based ELISA (KELA). The antibody titers calculated by KELA were then

compared to one of the currently accepted methods of BRSV serology, namely

the serum-virus neutralization test.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Characteristics of RSV

Respiratory syncytial virus is classified as a pneumovirus of the

Paramyxoviridae family (Cash et al., 1977). Like other paramyxoviruses, it is a

single, negative-stranded RNA virus surrounded by a lipid envelope obtained

from the host (Parrott et al., 1975; Wunner and Pringle, 1976). Size estimates of

the highly pleomorphic virions range from 80-200 nm in diameter (Woods,

1974). This great variation in size manifests itself when the virus is grown in

different types of cell cultures (Parrott et al., 1975). Both round and filamentous

forms of similar diameter are observed (Parrott et al., 1975). Internally, the

helical nucleocapsid ranges in size from 11-15 nm in diameter (Woods, 1974;

Parrott et al., 1975). In contrast to most paramyxoviruses, neither

hemagglutinating activity nor a viral neuraminidase has been detected (Wunner

and Pringle, 1976; Fernie and Gerin, 1982) . By recent estimate, there are

thirteen polypeptides associated with the infectious virion (Fernie and Gerin,

1982). The so-called virus protein 66 (VP66), a structural glycoprotein, provides

the major antigen for neutralizing activity by serum antibody (Fernie and Gerin,

1982). The virus sediments at a density range of 1.16-1.23 g/cc in sucrose, with

a peak at approximately 1.20 g/cc (Senterfit and Baldridge, 1974; Levine, 1977;

Trepanier et al., 1983; Cline et al., 1967). The virion is sensitive to low pH and to

lipid solvents such as ether and chloroform (Woods, 1974).

Respiratory syncytial virus is extremely thermolabile; the majority of its

activity is lost within 24 hours at 370C (Parrott et al., 1975; Wunner and Pringle,

1976). Extreme sensitivity to storage at room temperature and to freeze-thawing

has also been demonstrated (Wunner and Pringle, 1976; Parrot et al., 1975;

Mohanty et al., 1976; Hall and Douglas, 1975; Hendry and McIntosh, 1982; Law

and Hull, 1968). The virus usually produces a comparatively (ow titer upon

replication. Due to its instability and extremely cell-associated nature, it is
difficult to purify and still maintain replicative ability in cell culture (Cline et al.,

1967; Fernie and Gerin, 1982; Levine, 1977). After various purification

procedures, titers are generally quite low. Some investigators claim better

results by propagating virus in cultures on a roller apparatus or by inoculating

non-confluent monolayers of cells (Pons et al., 1983; Wunner and Pringle, 1976;

Koves and Bartha, 1975).
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In most tissue culture lines, the cytopathic effect (CPE) manifests itself in

2-30 days, with 5-14 days being the average (Wellemanns, 1977; Smith et al.,

1975; Koves and Bartha, 1975; Parrott et al., 1975). Cytopathic effect frequently

is manifested by the appearance of aggregations of rounded cells forming the

characteristic syncytia or multi-nucleated cells. However, CPE can vary greatly

with the cell type and whether the virus is adapted to the culture conditions

(Smith, et al., 1975; Parrott et al., 1975). For instance, Smith and coworkers

(1975) reported CPE as a granularity, opacity and general shrinkage in the

cytoplasm of low passage bovine neonatal lung cells. Parrott et al. (1975),

utilizing a different cell culture system, observed a generalized destruction of the

cell cultures which resembled non-specific degeneration. Wellemanns (1977)

noted a vacuolation in fairly advanced stages of CPE. This variety of effects in

cell culture can make specific changes attributable to RSV in virus isolation

difficult to define.

Description of Disease

Respiratory syncytial virus was first isolated from chimpanzees with upper

respiratory tract disease by Morris et al. in 1956. Shortly thereafter, a related

virus was isolated from infants exhibiting respiratory tract disease (Chanock et

al., 1957). Since that time, RSV has been demonstrated to be the most

important respiratory pathogen in infants under three months of age (WHO

Scientific Group, 1980; Kaul et al., 1978).

Since the early 1970's, a respiratory syncytial virus of bovine origin

(BRSV) has been recognized as an important respiratory pathogen in cattle

(Paccaud and Jacquier, 1970). During this time period, BRSV was isolated in

many areas in the United States and abroad (Rossi and Kiesel, 1974; Lemkuhl

and Gough, 1977; Smith et al., 1975; Wellemans and Leuven, 1970; Jacobs and

Edington, 1971; Koves and Bartha, 1975; Sanford, 1984; Woods, 1974).

Serologic evidence of BRSV infection was reported as early as 1963 as an

"inhibitory substance" reactive against human RSV in calf serum by

Taylor-Robinson and Doggett. This observation highlights the extreme

cross-reactivity between human and bovine RSV. At that time, a respiratory

syncytial virus had not been isolated from cattle. Consequently, confirmation of

this "substance" as antibody against BRSV was not made until 1968 by Doggett

et al. Once these initial confirmations had been made, research on BRSV as a
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pathogen of cattle greatly accelerated.

Although the disease is not usually fatal, economic losses in cattle due to

unthriftiness can be high. Bohlender et al. (1982) cite respiratory disease as the

leading cause of economic loss in the cattle industry. In cattle, BRSV appears to

be one of the main etiological agents of acute respiratory disease.

Complications from BRSV infection are more severe in calves after weaning and

shipping. The so-called "shipping fever complex" is seen when calves are

raised in partially isolated herds. After weaning, they are shipped via

commercial carriers, exposed to considerable physical and emotional stress,

and mixed with calves from many different geographical areas. Accordingly, a

large number of susceptible calves are in close contact with one another.

Because some of these calves are shedding virus, virus transmission and

respiratory disease frequently result. The present concept of the etiology of

respiratory tract disease in cattle is that it is a multifactorial syndrome involving

stress, viral and bacterial infections (Rossi and Kiesel, 1974). Infections with

BRSV can occur many times throughout the animals' lives, but the most serious

disease is seen in young, susceptible calves during their first exposure to the

virus (Johnson et al., 1982; Sanford, 1984). Disease outbreaks appear to be

more common during the fall and winter months (Sanford, 1984).

Clinical signs of the disease are frequently mild and include anorexia,

cough, dyspnea and nasal discharge (Johnson et al., 1982; Kahrs, 1981).

Pathologic changes include pulmonary edema, tracheitis, bronchitis, subpleural

and interstitial emphysema, and interstitial pneumonia, along with bronchiolitis

and alveolitis (Bohiender et al., 1982; Castleman et al., 1985a). Secondary

bacterial pneumonias, frequently caused by Pasteurella haemolytica and

Pasteurella multocida. may result in fatal complications (Johnson et al., 1982).

Bohiender et al. (1982) suggest that some of these pathologic findings may be

induced by persistent BRSV infection. Certainly in human disease,

hypersensitive exacerbation of clinical signs has been suggested (Kim, et al.,

1969). Similarly in cattle, Bohiender et al. (1982) hypothesize an anaphylatic or

hypersensitive response in an individual sensitized by persistent BRSV

infection. This can result in a pulmonary edema-emphysema of weaned calves

characteristic of a hypersensitive response. However, this observation could not

be confirmed in one study in cattle (Mohanty et al., 1976).

Histopathologic changes in the respiratory tract are variable, but generally
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there is a loss of cilia and ciliated epithelial cells, with epithelial necrosis and

resultant mucous membrane damage. These changes occur within 5-7 days

after infection. These reversible alterations in the airways may cause decreased

activity of the mucociliary clearance mechanisms and enhance susceptibility to

bacterial infections (Castleman, et al., 1985b; Bohlender et al., 1982).

Diagnostic Methods

Procedures for the detection of BRSV infection include methods for the

detection of both virus (or its antigen) and antibody. Virus isolation is still

widely-used for confirming diagnosis of the virus. However, it is costly,

time-consuming and of limited success as far as the efficiency of isolation is

concerned (Wellemanns, 1977; Sanford, 1984). Success depends greatly on

prompt inoculation of cell cultures within several hours of sampling and without

prior freeze-thawing of the sample (Mohanty et al., 1976). Prolonged incubation

periods and extensive subpassaging may also be necessary (Rosenquist, 1974;

Smith et al., 1975). Even so, CPE may be poorly expressed. Success also

depends upon taking samples for virus isolation during the phase when virus is

still being shed (Wellemanns, 1977; Kahrs, 1981). Bohlender et al. (1982) note

that the virus disappears rapidly from the upper respiratory tract after the onset of

clinical signs. This can pose substantial problems when disease manifestations

are not recognized promptly. Poor quality samples and long transport distances

of the samples before reaching the diagnostic laboratory also greatly reduce

chances of successful virus isolation (Koves and Bertha, 1974).

Historically, the indirect fluorescent antibody technique has been an

expedient method for determination of both antigen and antibody to RSV

(Welliver and Ogra, 1983; Wellemanns, 1977; Lemkuhl and Gough, 1977;

Rosenquist, 1974; Smith et al., 1974, 1975). This procedure has the advantages

of simplicity and low cost, but can be very time-consuming and arduous to

perform, particularly when used for antibody titration. With large numbers of
samples, calculation of antibody titers using serial dilutions is simply not feasible

in a routine diagnostic setting. Difficulties inherent in FA methodology, such as

background fluorescence, can reduce the sensitivity of this technique. For
demonstration of antigen, the FA procedure is widely recognized as a rapid virus

detection method with results in as few as 24 hours. Detection of human RSV,

as described by Welliver and Ogra (1983), is a good example of its efficacy in
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practice relative to a medical diagnostic approach.

In a veterinary diagnostic setting, however, sampling under adverse

conditions and submission of poor samples is a significant problem in the

efficient detection of virus. Proper demonstration of viral antigen requires good,

clean nasal swabs or tracheal washes containing whole epithelial cells

(D. Mattson, personal communication, October, 1984). The appearance of

secretory IgA (sIgA) and its complexing with cell surface viral antigens also

interferes with demonstration of antigen (Johnson et al., 1982). Pothier et al.

(1985) point out that immunofluorescence is limited by obtaining specific and

sensitive antisera. Variability is a difficulty not limited to antiserum prepared

on-site in the laboratory, but with commercially prepared antisera as well. The

use of monoclonal antibodies to antigen may help eliminate these problems

(Pothier et al. 1985). However, such reagents are not generally available

commercially, especially for veterinary diagnostic purposes.

The two most widely-used methods of BRSV serology currently are the

serum-virus and plaque reduction neutralization assays. The plaque reduction

assay is the more sensitive, but is extremely burdensome to perform, particularly

with large numbers of samples (Parrott et al., 1975; Potgieter and Aldridge,

1977). Delayed expression of CPE greatly retards the reporting of results. In

this author's experience, up to 10 days are required for virus to produce

sufficient CPE before cells can be stained and plaques counted. There are

difficulties with the serum-virus neutralization assay as well. In certain cell types

permissive to infection with BRSV, primary bovine testicular cells being an

example, a "tailing effect" of BRSV cytopathology may be observed in
serum-virus neutralization assays (Potgieter and Aldridge, 1977). In this type of

assay with other viruses, a clear demarcation is frequently seen between the

endpoint constituting antibody neutralization of viral CPE, and those microplate

wells displaying CPE. With BRSV, this demarcation may be less clear. Often a

gradient of subtly decreasing amounts of CPE may be manifested, making a

determination of which microplate well constitutes the endpoint of neutralization

difficult. Due to this tailing effect, the serum-virus neutralization is not as precise

as plaque reduction (R. Baker, personal communication, January, 1985; Baker

et al., 1985), but involves much less time to perform and evaluate. This

procedure is a widely-used compromise in many diagnostic laboratories and

can be used with some confidence if the test is properly controlled.
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Complement fixation is another accepted method which is falling into

disfavor. In customary usage in the diagnostic laboratory, its lack of sensitivity

does not justify the extensive time and labor involved in performing it (Cranage

and Coombs, 1982; Gillette, 1983), particularly when more expedient and

sensitive neutralization methods are available. In all antibody titration methods,

paired sera and demonstration of a rising titer of antibody to the virus are

required for positive diagnosis. This requires a minimum of 10-14 days for

demonstration of results.

With BRSV, as with many other viruses, rapid diagnosis is a considerable

problem. The development of the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

afforded a new hope for rapid diagnosis in many viral systems.

ELISA

In the early 1970's, a new assay was developed using enzymes rather

than radioisotopes conjugated to antibodies or antigens for specific quantitative

detection of the complementary antigen or antibody these moieties would bind

(Van Weemen and Schuurs, 1972; Engvall and Perlmann, 1971, 1972). The

use of this system circumvented many of the problems of the radioimmunoassay

(RIA) including expense, stability of conjugates, simplicity of detection apparatus

and the use of health-hazardous radioisotopes (Gilman and Docherty, 1978; Hill

and Mattsen, 1983; Engvall and Perlmann, 1971). It retained the sensitivity of

the RIA to nanogram amounts in many systems, as well as the speed and

versatility of the RIA (Hendry and McIntosh, 1982; Engvall, 1980). Since then, it

has been used to detect hormones and drugs (Vol ler et al., 1979), bacteria,

viruses and other agents of infectious disease (Vol ler et al., 1979; Hill and

Mattsen, 1983), as well as antibodies to these agents (Bidwell et al., 1977).

ELISA offers extensive application in both human and veterinary medicine

(Reynolds, 1982; Vol ler et al., 1979; Hill and Mattsen, 1983). Even a cursory

glance at the literature will demonstrate the abundance of new uses constantly

being developed. This review is not intended to survey all the applications of

the ELISA procedure and only a few review articles are referenced. For those

interested in more details of this procedure, Engvall (1980) is suggested as an

excellent source of background information.

There are many different types of ELISA methodologies, each with its

specific use. For the sake of brevity, they will not be summarized here. The
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interested reader is referred to the following monographs. The Enzyme-Linked

Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) (Vol ler et al., 1979) is an excellent

comprehensive review of the different types of assays, titration of reagents,

methods and uses. The Enzyme-Immunoassay (Maggio, 1980) is especially

good for the theoretical aspects of ELISA and antigen-antibody interactions,

chemical descriptions of coupling reagents, as well as the different types of

conventional assays and novel methodologies.

Of methodological interest to the present study is the indirect method for

antibody titration as represented in Figure 1 (Voller et al., 1979). Briefly, antigen

is adsorbed to a polystyrene or other carrier surface. After incubation, excess

antigen is removed from the carrier by rinsing. A serum sample containing

antibody to be assayed is then adsorbed with bound antigen after which the

surface again is rinsed. This is followed by addition of enzyme-conjugated

antibody directed against antibody in the test sample (generally antibody

directed against species-specific immunoglobulin). After incubation and rinsing,

substrate for the enzyme is added. If the enzyme is bound (that is, virus-specific

antibody is present and has bound enzyme-conjugated antibody), the substrate

will be degraded and a color change characteristic of the product will be

produced. In traditional methods, a stopping reagent, such as H2SO4, is added

and the endpoint is measured visually or photometrically. Results are reported

in several ways: as an end-point titer, as a positive or negative value, as an

absorbance value, as a ratio of optical density of a test sample to a

predetermined negative value (mean of a group of known negative values), or

by comparison to a standard curve. For a more extensive explanation of each of

these, the reader is referred to Burrells and Dawson (1982) and Voller et al.

(1979).

The endpoint method for antibody assay has several disadvantages. First,

the enzyme stopping reagent may incompletely inhibit color development

(Tsang et al., 1983). Color reactions can be unstable and lead to imprecise

measurement of antibody (Bullock and Walls, 1977). Spontaneous color

changes are occasionally observed with the horseradish peroxidase system

leading to false positive reactions (Bullock and Walls, 1977). In this author's

experience, the enzyme-substrate incubation times of an hour or more may

certainly lead to the development of spontaneous color changes. Furthermore,

endpoint titrations of antibody require multiple dilutions of serum. Endpoint color
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram showing method for indirect ELISA. With
permission from Genetic Systems Inc., Seattle, WA. 1986.
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intensity is not linear with regard to ligand (in this case, antibody) concentration,

except in the initial linear portion of the enzyme-substrate kinetic curve (Tsang et

al., 1983). Because only one colorimetric determination is examined at a point

well beyond the linear quantitative portion of the curve, this titer can only be

regarded as semi-quantitative.

A variation of the basic ELISA methodology, kinetic ELISA (KELA) uses

enzyme-substrate kinetics to arrive at an antibody titer (Tsang et al., 1983;

Bar lough et al., 1983; Tsang et al., 1980; Tsang et al., 1981; Sampson et al.,

1983). The protocol in this procedure is similar to that described previously

except that the kinetic rate of substrate conversion is measured rather than an

endpoint of the reaction . This rate is measured by recording several

absorbance values (color change produced by substrate conversion) at constant

defined intervals during the linear portion of the enzyme-substrate reaction,

usually from 1-5 minutes after the addition of substrate (Tsang et al., 1983,

Barlough et al., 1983; Sampson et al., 1983). When the limiting factor in the

reaction is due only to the concentration of antibody, the slope of the line

calculated from these values is linear and is directly proportional to this

concentration of antibody. With this information, a standard curve is established

from several known positive samples of differing antibody titer, each tested at

one constant dilution. Slopes of unknown samples at the same dilution are then

compared to the standard curve and antibody concentrations are interpolated

directly from these normalized values of reference sera (Barlough et al., 1983).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Cultures

Fetal bovine spleen cells, lamb testicular cells (from a six month old lamb)

and calf testicular cells (from 4-8 week old calves) were obtained from a local

abattoir and local animal production facilities. They then were processed using

routine trypsinization procedures. In brief, the intact testicles were surface

sterilized for five seconds in boiling water, the tunica vaginalis was removed

from the parenchyma, the testicles were finely minced and repeatedly

trypsinized using the trypsin digestion method (Younger, 1954). Supernatants

containing free cells were decanted from the tissue and centrifuged at 500 x g

for 15 min. Pelleted cells were resuspended in Eagle Minimum Essential

Medium (Hank's salts; pH 7.2; HMEM) (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) and seeded at

a density of 1 x 106 cells per milliliter. Spleen cultures were prepared from

1 mm2 explants of fetal bovine spleen tissue. Fragments of tissue were rinsed

2-3 times with HMEM before seeding to reduce red blood cell contamination. All

primary cultures were allowed to replicate in HMEM supplemented with 10%

donor calf serum (DCS) and gentamycin sulfate (501.tg/m1) (Schering Veterinary,

Kenilworth, NJ). Primary cultures were replicated in the presence of a low-level

concentration of antiserum to bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV). Subcultures

were prepared by rinsing monolayers twice with N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-

N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)--versene saline (pH 7.5) (U.S. Biochemical

Corporation, Cleveland, OH) and incubated with HEPES-versene saline

containing 0.1 mg/ml purified bovine or porcine trypsin (Sigma Chemical, St.

Louis, MO).

Secondary cultures were replicated in 10% DCS, HMEM and gentamycin

sulfate. Cultures exhibiting sluggish growth were rinsed 3x with Eagle Minimum

Essential Medium (Earle's salts; pH 7.1; EMEM) containing 20mM HEPES in

order to eliminate any antibody or non-specific inhibitors to BRSV in the DCS.

When cultures thus obtained reached confluence, they then were maintained

with EMEM-HEPES, glutamine and 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone,

Logan, UT) known to be free of BRSV antibody.

Cultures were examined by indirect immunofluorescence for BVD virus

before use as a host for virus propagation (Toth and Hesse, 1983). This wide-

spread pathogen is an important contaminant of cell cultures propagated from
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primary bovine organ cultures as well as of fetal bovine serum. Non-cytopathic

strains, as well as cytopathic strains inducing abortive infections, can go

undetected and greatly interfere with growth of a desired virus in cell culture.

Donor calf serum, from a small herd of cattle kept for serum purposes by the

authors laboratory, was examined for the presence of BRSV antibody by serum

virus neutralization before use as a media supplement.

Virus

The National Veterinary Service Laboratory (Ames, IA) strain of BRSV was

used as the virus source in all experiments. Stock virus was propagated in lamb

testicular cells (BVD negative by FA) seeded in 490 cm2 roller bottles.

Uninoculated cultures were treated similarly and used to produce cell control

antigen (CAG). Growth medium was decanted, bottles were inoculated with

10 ml of stock virus and allowed to adsorb for one hour at 37°C. After infection,

RSV and CAG cultures were replenished with one-half seeding volume (35 ml)

of medium in order to slow cell growth and reduce volume of fluid to be purified.

When cultures showed approximately 25% CPE, they were rinsed 3x with

EMEM-HEPES and maintained with EMEM-HEPES without serum in an attempt

to reduce extraneous serum proteins which might co-precipitate with virus

during the purification process. When cultures showed from 75-90% CPE

(4-9 days after infection), they were harvested by scraping the monolayers from

the flask surface. Cell debris and fluid were held at 4°C until further processing

(up to 6 days). Virus titers were determined by the method of Reed and Muench

(Lennette and Schmidt, 1969). Stock virus pools routinely contained

105.4-105.8 median tissue culture infectious doses (TCID50) per milliliter by this

method.

Serum

Sera tested in the study were randomly selected from routine clinical

specimens submitted to the Oregon State University Veterinary Diagnostic

Laboratory for respiratory disease screening. Additional samples were the

generous gift of Dr. Noelle Muggli. They represented samples also being

screened for respiratory tract disease. Hyperimmune bovine serum was

received from the National Veterinary Service Laboratory.
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Serum-Virus Neutralization

Serum-virus neutralization tests of samples were performed according to

standard methods. Diluent for the test was EMEM-HEPES + 10% FBS (negative

for BRSV antibody). One hundred tissue culture median infectious doses of

BRSV were added to serial two-fold dilutions of test sera in 96-well microtiter

plates. After a 60 min incubation at room temperature, 1 x 106 fetal bovine

spleen cells per milliliter were added to all wells. Plates were covered with

sterile mineral oil and incubated at 37° C under a humidified atmosphere of 4%

CO2 for five days. Cultures were then examined for inhibition of cytopathic effect

by test sera with an inverted mircoscope. Antibody titers were determined by the

method of Reed and Muench (Linnette and Schmidt, 1969), and were reported

as the reciprocal of the fifty percent endpoint of neutralization.

Antigen Preparation
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation of viral and cell control antigen

was adapted from the procedure described by Gillette (1983). Scraped cell
monolayers from RSV and CAG cultures were centrifuged at 500 x g for 15 min.

Pellets were then sonicated for 1 min at 20 KHz and recombined with their

respective supernatant fluids. These mixtures were clarified by centrifugation at

500 x g for 15 min. Supernatant fluids were decanted and diluted 1:4 with a

30% solution of PEG 8000 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in phosphate-buffered saline

solution (0.01 M phosphate; 0.15 M NaCI; pH 7.6; PBS) maintained at 4° C.

After 18-24 hrs incubation at 40 C, the precipitated antigen was recovered by

centrifugation at 1800 x g for 30 min. Pellets were resuspended in 20 ml per

1 ml original pellet volume with MHN buffer (1 M MgSO4; 50 mM HEPES;

0.15 M NaCI; pH 7.5) maintained at 4° C (Fernie and Gerin, 1980). One milliliter
aliquots of the respective preparations were held at -70° C for use as KELA viral

or cell control antigens. Microprotein measurements were performed on these

preparations with the Coomassie Blue dye binding assay (Bio-Rad; Richmond,

VA) at a wavelength of 595 nm using a total protein standard (Sigma

Diagnostics; St. Louis, MO).
Infectivity assays of each purification step were utilized to monitor loss of

virus. Losses were within 101 TC1D50/mlat each step. Presence of the virus

was confirmed in early virus preparations by transmission electron microscopy

using preparations negatively stained with 1% phosphotungstic acid at pH 6.8.
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KELA

The protocol for KELA was adapted from Gillette (1983) with modifications.

Immulon I flat bottom ELISA plates (Dynatech; Alexandria, VA) were coated with

100 µl /well of RSV and CAG each containing 7.5 gg/mlof protein. Antigen

adsorption was accomplished in 0.01 M carbonate-bicarbonate buffer (pH 9.6)

by alternating RSV and CAG in vertical columns of wells in the plate. Coated

plates were sealed with flexible paraffin tape and incubated at 4° C for a

minimum of 72 hrs before use. Plates stored in this manner were satisfactory for

at least three weeks. Prior to use, unadsorbed antigen was decanted, plates

were rinsed 5x with PBS and firmly tapped on absorbent paper between each

rinse step. Serum was diluted in PBS + 1% Tween 20 (polyoxyethylene

sorbitan monolaurate (J.T. Baker Chemical Phillipsburg, NJ) and added in

100 ill volumes to RSV and CAG in three replicate wells. Serum was incubated

for 1 hr at 37° C. After incubation, the plates were rinsed 5x as previously

described. Affinity-purified rabbit anti-bovine IgG FC-specific antibody

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (Jackson ImmunoResearch; Avondale,

PA) was diluted 1:1500 in PBS-Tween and 100 ill was added to all wells.

Conjugate was incubated at 37° C for 30 min. After repeating the rinsing

procedure 5x, 100 p1 of substrate solution were added to all wells. Substrate

solution consisted of 75 pi of 40 mM 2,2'-azino-di-(3-ethyl-benz-thiazoline
sulfonate) (ABTS, National Veterinary Service Laboratory, Ames, IA) in 9.9 ml of

0.01 M citrate buffer (pH 4.0), plus 10 III of 3% hydrogen peroxide. Plates were

agitated by tapping each end of the plate 12 times in order to ensure circulation

of fresh substrate to bound enzyme, and to uniformly distribute colored products

for an accurate optical density (OD) determination. Absorbances were then

recorded at 414 nm using a Titertek Multiskan MC ELISA reader (Flow

Laboratories; McLean, VA) calibrated on an air blank. Plates were read at 1,3

and 5 min after addition of substrate and were agitated as stated above between

each reading.

Checkerboard titrations to determine optimum concentration of all reagents

were initially performed. Optimum conjugate dilution was determined by using

commercially available bovine IgG (1µg /ml) as the solid phase with 1:1.5-fold

dilutions of conjugate (1:250-1:4000). Outer rows of the plates were not used for

samples due to an observed "edge effect". That is, certain brands of ELISA

plates will demonstrate skewed absorbance values (either higher or lower than
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the means of the replicate wells) along the edges of the plate. These wells were

used instead as conjugate and substrate controls. Exact values for these

controls were not needed and served merely as a reference check to ensure that

these control values were routinely less than 0.0010 slope units. A reference

positive serum, as well as serum and conjugate controls were included for each

plate. Conjugate control was incubated sequentially with dilution buffer,

conjugate and substrate. Substrate control was incubated with dilution buffer

and substrate only.

KELA Optimization

Several variations in protocol were investigated in an attempt to ensure

optimum KELA results. In all these experiments, the standard KELA protocol

previously outlined was used except where each of these modifications is noted.

Variation of the solid phase was accomplished by use of different brands of

microELISA plates. Brands tested were Costar (Costar; Cambridge, MA), Falcon

F.A.S.T (Becton Dickinson Labware; Oxnard, CA), Nunc (Vanguard

International; Neptune, NJ) and Immulon I (Dynatech; Alexandria, VA).

Experiments with length of incubation periods at differing temperatures

and type of conjugate were also performed. In the former, serum and conjugate

were incubated successively for 1 hr and for 30 min at 370 C versus two hour

incubations of each at room temperature. Heavy and light chain-specific
conjugate versus gamma chain-specific conjugate were tested in the latter

instance.

Experiments with various antigen preparations were conducted. Antigen

preparations obtained by PEG precipitation as previously described were
partially purified on sucrose density step gradients using a 30 % step with a 60%

sucrose cushion and used as KELA antigens. Also utilized as solid phase

antigens were partially purified gradient fractions thus collected and further

purified on continuous gradients using a gradient of 30-50% sucrose with a 60%

sucrose cushion. Finally, tissue culture fluids were clarified at 23,700 x g for 30

min, pelleted at 80,000 x g for 1 hr, and resuspended in PBS and used as KELA

antigens.

Early difficulties with background absorbance in CAG wells were felt

perhaps to lie with non-specific binding of serum and conjugate. Factors

explored in attempted alleviation of these problems were use of different
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serum-conjugate incubation buffers and blocking buffers. Serum-conjugate

buffers utilized included PBS, TEN (0.05 M Tris, 0.001 M EDTA, 0.15 M NaCI, pH

7.5) and 0.5 M NaCI. The necessity of Tween in serum-conjugate buffers was

tested using PBS and TEN buffers with and without Tween. Finally, 5014/m1

CAG itself was added to the PBS serum incubation buffer.

Blocking of non-specific binding sites between antigen and serum

adsorptions is frequently advocated in the reduction of non-specific serum

binding. The efficacy of blocking was tested with three different regimes: 0.08%

Tween + 10% fetal bovine serum in PBS was adsorbed for 24 hrs at 4° C, 1%

BSA Fraction V in PBS was adsorbed for 1 hr at 37° C or 0.5% BSA Fraction V +

0.08% Tween in PBS was adsorbed for 1 hr at 37° C.

Calculation and Analysis of KELA Readings

Individual CAG means were calculated as the mean absorbance of the

three control antigen wells for each test and positive control serum at each time

reading. In order to correct for non-specific binding, the control antigen mean

was then subtracted from the absorbance of each individual paired RSV well at

each time reading. A linear regression equation of the form optical density =

constant + kinetic slope (time) was determined for each serum. Each regression

line included three corrected absorbances at three different time readings for a

total of nine data points per serum. The regression coefficient determined for

each serum by plotting time (X axis) versus corrected RSV absorbance (Y axis)

was the kinetic slope of the enzyme-substrate reaction in the aforementioned

equation.

The objective of the kinetic method of ELBA is to measure the rate of

substrate conversion by bound enzyme, that is, the slope of the enzyme kinetic

curve rather than a single endpoint measured at a predetermined time. As this

slope was linear and varied proportionately with respect to bound antibody

concentration in the initial portion of the reaction, data could be collected and

converted to a continuous scale of antibody titers. However, since

dose-response curves were plotted as slope versus varying dilution of serum,

this linear portion of the curve was only apparent within the central portion of

each dose-response curve. The entire curve assumed a sigmoidal form.

Eleven dilutions per test sample and the positive control were initially

assayed and kinetic slopes resulting from the regression of the nine data points
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described above for each dilution were plotted. The resulting curve was

sigmoidal in shape and was best approximated mathematically by a cubic

polynomial function. These points were then fitted with the equation: slope =

constant + b1(log dilution) + b11(log dilution)2 b111 (log dilution)3. A dilution

corresponding to the 50% endpoint value determined by the equation 50%

slope = maximum slope/2 was determined from this polynomial equation.

As it was technically not feasible to utilize eleven dilutions of test sera, four

dilutions per test serum and the positive control per plate were chosen to

approximate the sigmoid curve of each serum: two points from the upper
plateau region used to determine the 50% endpoint value of each serum, one

point in the linear portion of the curve as close to the 50% endpoint as possible

on all curves and one in the lower plateau region to approximate the lowest

curve values. Each endpoint was compared to the adjusted positive control

value of its respective plate and so was corrected for daily variation. Each

positive control was corrected for daily variation by proportionately adjusting its

50% endpoint value to a predetermined value consisting of the mean 50% value

from several different trials of this serum. These 50% endpoint values were then

converted to a continuous scale of titers. That is, the serum dilution

corresponding to the 50% endpoint absorbance value was called the "KELA

titer". These titers were then compared by means of linear regression to

serum-virus neutralization 50% endpoint titers.
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RESULTS

Optimization of KELA

Results of optimization experiments performed are summarized in Table 1.

In all cases, two criteria were examined before a particular procedure was

incorporated into the final KELA design. First, the difference between RSV and

CAG values was 0.0300 or greater slope units. Also, a CAG value < 0.0200

slope units was desired. In the case of incubation periods, both protocols gave

good discrimination between RSV and CAG values. The shorter was chosen in

order to decrease overall assay time. Likewise, the step gradient purified

antigen preparation gave the best overall results based on the above criteria.

However, the results with PEG-precipitated antigen were also very good.

Hence, the latter was chosen since gradient purification greatly increases assay

preparation.

Of the brands of microtiter plates tested, only Immulon I was found suitable

for use in this assay. The other brands of plates listed in Table 1 were all

rejected for displaying very high non-specific reactions. This was evidenced by

a uniform color change throughout all wells rather than at the plate surface and

sides in RSV wells where viral-specific antigen was bound.

Titration of viral antigen with varying dilutions of serum is presented in

Figure 2. A final concentration of 7.5 gg/mlwas selected for use in KELA. This

concentration of antigen gave better discrimination between RSV and CAG

values than did 10 gg/mland was more conserving of antigen preparations.

Overall, higher RSV absorbance values also were obtained at 7.5 gg/mIthan at

10 gg/ml, presumably due to an unspecified inhibitory effect at 10µg/ml. This

phenomenon was observed at high concentrations of all KELA reactants.

Rabbit anti-bovine IgG-horseradish peroxidase conjugate, when used in

place of gamma chain-specific conjugate, was found to decrease the intensity of

the overall chromogenic reaction (Table 1). Consequently, gamma
chain-specific conjugate was incorporated into the final assay design.

Titration of gamma chain-specific conjugate is presented in Figure 3. The

dilution of conjugate utilized should ideally be the lowest concentration giving

maximal saturation of the reaction. Values below this point will be less than the

desired saturation. Above this point, aberrant values below the maximum

absorbance are frequently obtained, again probably due to an unspecified
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TABLE 1--KELA optimization factors tested.

PROTOCOL VARIATION * RSV
KINETIC SLOPE

CAG corrected

Brand of MicroELISA Plate
Costar 0.049 0.033 0.016
Immulon I 0.062 0.004 0.058**
Nunc 0.041 0.004 0.037
Falcon F.A.S.T. 0.033 0.019 0.014

Incubation Periods
0.053 0.007 0.046serum + conjugate - 2hrs each

serum - 1 hr, conjugate 30 min 0.069 0.017 0.052**

Blocking Buffers
0.064 0.033 0.0310.08% Tween + 10% FBS in PBS

for 24 hrs at 4°C
1% BSA Fraction V in PBS

for 1hr at 37°C
0.065 0.031 0.034

0.5% BSA Fraction V + 0.08% Tween
in PBS for 1hr at 37°C

no blocking

0.068

0.055

0.028

0.025

0.040

0.030**

Serum-conjugate Buffers
PBS - no Tween 0.050 0.060 -0.010
PBS Tween 0.050 0.007 0.043**
TEN no Tween 0.055 0.054 0.001
TEN Tween 0.008 0.008 0.000
0.5M NaCI (pH 8.0) 0.007 0.005 0.002
504g/mICAG + PBS 0.013 0.009 0.004

Antigen Preparations
PEG precipitated 0.050 0.013 0.037**
PEG precip., step gradient purified 0.058 0.007 0.051
Ultracentrifuge - pelleted 0.028 0.018 0.010

Conjugates
Heavy and light chain-specific 0.032 0.015 0.017
Gamma chain-specific 0.056 0.015 0.041**

* KELA protocol outlined in text was used with these individual modifications.
** Used in final KELA protocol.
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FIGURE 2. Titration of RSV antigen used as the
solid phase. Each line corresponds to the concen-
tration of antigen indicated in the legend. Conju-
gate dilution used was 1:1500.
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FIGURE 3. Titration of gamma chain-specific conju-
gate. Antigen dilution used was 7.5 1.1g/m1 with a
serum dilution of 1:20. Arrow indicates maximum
conjugate dilution giving saturation of the reaction.
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inhibitory reaction. Based on this rationale, a conjugate dilution of 1:1500 was

selected for use in subsequent assays.

KELA Results

An example of kinetic saturation curves for differing dilutions of known

positive sera are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The initial linear portion of the
enzyme-substrate kinetic curve occurs in all curves within the first 15 min of the

reaction. After this time, high concentrations of antibody in serum begin to

exhibit a plateau of saturation. Higher dilutions and lower titering sera appear to

continue reactivity linearly to a temporally undefined point. In order to compare

all sera within the initial linear portion of the reaction, all readings are justifiably

taken withing the first 15 min.

Based upon these data, 11 linear slopes of varying dilutions of serum were

calculated from three timed readings of each dilution taken within the first 5 min

of the enzyme-substrate reaction. The slopes of these dilutions were used to
construct the typical dose-response curves shown in Figure 6. The four dilutions

used in testing samples were then determined from these curves. The four

dilutions used in the final design are circled in Figure 6.

Figure 6 is presented as a comparison of typical serum titrations. These

sera make it clear how difficult comparing the titration curves of different sera

can be. Sera 1 and 2 reach a plateau, therefore the 50% endpoints are easily

calculated from the plateau values. In contrast, the titer of serum 3 is so low that

a saturation plateau cannot be obtained. Consequently, calculation of the 50%

endpoint of this serum is more arbitrary. Additionally, in order to compare the

three sera, it must be assumed that if a plateau for serum 3 could be obtained, it

would be similar to sera 1 and 2. Within the limits of obtainable data, this is not

at all obvious. As sera assayed varied greatly in the shape of the curve,

selecting one dilution at which to meaningfully compare all sera becomes a

significant obstacle. As the titer of the serum decreases, the sigmoid curve

becomes more vertically flattened until it is more nearly approximated by a

quadratic function and a good saturation plateau cannot be obtained (serum 3).

When the titer drops to zero, the curve flattens further to a linear appearance

(serum 4).
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FIGURE 6. Typical dose-response curves of sera tested
at eleven varying dilutions. The serum-virus neutraliza-
tion titers were: 1:53 for serum 1, 1:49 for serum 2, 1:11
for serum 3 and negative for serum 4. Circles indicate the
four dilutions used to approximate these curves in routine
test procedure. Arrows indicate KELA 50% endpoints.
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Comparison of KELA and Serum-Virus Neutralization Endpoint Titers

Fifty percent KELA endpoint titers versus 50% endpoints of neutralization

obtained by serum-virus neutralization of 32 sera tested were compared by

means of linear regression. Comparison between the two gave a coefficient of

multiple correlation (R2) equal to 0.58. Numerical values for these titers are

listed in Table 2. The overall sensitivity of KELA was 100%. That is, 25 of 25

S-N positive sera were also positive by KELA. Five of eight S-N negative sera

were also negative by KELA. In addition, KELA detected low levels of antibody

in three S-N negative sera.
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TABLE 2. KELA and serum-virus neutralization 50% endpoints

for sera tested (n = 32).

SERUM

TESTED

50% ENDPOINT

KELA S-N

SERUM

TESTED

50% ENDPOINT

KELA S-N

1 1:92 1:6 17 1:500 1:71

2 1:143 1:28 18 1:101 1:14

3 1:122 1:10 19 1:74 1:20

4 1:164 1:45 20 1:161 1:11

5 1:159 1:11 21 1:124 1:25

6 1:104 1:10 22 1:213 1:25

7 1:182 1:146 23 1:286 1:12

8 neg neg 24 1:18 neg

9 1:99 1:6 25 1:145 1:25

10 neg neg 26 1:303 1:25

11 1:4 1:6 27 1:217 1:35

12 1:30 neg 28 1:101 1:14

13 1:4 neg 29 1:8 1:20

14 1:185 1:49 30 neg neg

15 1:196 1:18 31 neg neg

16 1:200 1:20 32 neg neg
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DISCUSSION

With the variety of ELISA methodologies and systems available,

standardization of ELISA protocols is nearly impossible. On the other hand,

many authors stress the need for optimization of each protocol and it is felt that

many of these recommendations are extremely useful (Saunders, 1979; Gilman

and Docherty, 1973; Bar lough et al., 1983; Bidwell et al., 1977; Bullock and

Walls, 1977). Certain factors may play little or no role in the outcome of an

assay while others may be crucial. In the current study, several variations in

protocol were investigated in an attempt to delineate the important factors in

optimum BRSV KELA accuracy.

Factors crucial to the success of this KELA protocol included the careful

titration of each antigen and conjugate lot, using a washing solution without

Tween and agitating between each rinse step to help eliminate Tween.

Although Tween is essential in serum and conjugate dilution buffers to prevent

non-specific binding, its residual presence increased coefficients of variation

(data not shown). This effect very likely was demonstrated at the addition of

substrate where Tween interfered with substrate hydrolysis. Ridding the plates

of residual Tween between incubation steps and longer antigen adsorption

times (a minimum of 72 hrs) aided in the reduction of coefficients of variation

consistently to < 10%. Kemp et al. (1985) discuss mechanical agitation of plates

before recording absorbance in order to bring fresh substrate near bound

enzyme and so increase the efficiency of enzymatic hydrolysis of substrate. This

procedure was employed between each absorbance determination by using the

constant agitation previously described.
Accurate titration of KELA reactants is a point which cannot be

overemphasized. By enzyme kinetic theory, all reactants should be held at

excess except the one of interest. Rate of reaction will then depend only on

concentration of this reactant and will serve as a measure its amount . In

particular, proper concentration of antigen bound to the solid phase was found

to be critical. Insufficient antigen could become a limiting factor leading to

lowered absorbance values not reflective of the amount of antibody present. On

the other hand, a marked excess of antigen could perhaps result in a prevention

of antibody binding analogous to a prozone phenomenon leading to aberrant

results (Engvall and Ruoslahti, 1979). Rotmans and Scheven (1984) suggested
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that maximum exposure of antigenic sites and lack of steric hindrance could be

possible reasons for the imperativeness of selecting an optimum critical

concentration of antigen.

The question of using purified antigen as the solid phase was also

investigated. High background absorbances (> 0.0200) were detected in

occasional samples in this and other studies using unpurified antigen

preparations (Bar lough et at, 1983; Gillette, 1983; Bidwell et at, 1977;

Richardson et al., 1978; Bloomberg et al., 1983; Gilman and Docherty, 1978). It

was hoped that purified or partially purified antigen could reduce this

background. PEG precipitated antigen fractions partially purified on sucrose

density step gradients, as well as these fractions further purified on continuous

gradients, were employed in early experiments. They did appear to increase

BRSV absorbance relative to cell control absorbance. Due to the technical

problems associated with producing high levels of purified BRSV antigen, these

procedures were abandoned in the interest of expediency. Comparable results

were obtained with the precipitation method previously described. With a PEG

precipitated but unpurified antigen, background absorbances in CAG wells

remained well below positive BRSV values and were at an acceptably low level

of < 0.0200 slope units (Gillette, 1983). Also utilized were ultracentrifuge pellets
of RSV and CAG pelleted at 80,000 x g for 1 hr and resuspended in PBS. When

tested, this extremely simplified antigen preparation displayed high background

levels of reactivity and was subsequently not used. With a precipitated antigen,

strict adherence to washing procedures and consistent laboratory technique

kept variability and background CAG absorbance within the acceptable limits

described above.

Early attempts at reducing background absorbance included use of

various proteins and reagents in serum dilution buffers. Other investigators
have explored adding control antigen (Gillette, 1983; Bidwell et al., 1977), fetal

calf and other species' serum (Cranage and Coombs, 1982; Hendry and

McIntosh, 1982) and uninfected cell suspension or cell extracts (Richardson et

al., 1978; Blomberg et al., 1979) to serum dilution buffers. A high molar
concentration of inorganic salts such as NaCI have also been utilized (Miers et

al., 1984; Saunders, 1979). Sera themselves have been diluted alternately with

bovine serum albumin (BSA) fraction V, gelatin and Tween (Blomberg et al.,

1979). Blocking between successive incubation steps is advocated as being
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especially important by many investigators and has been accomplished with

such reagents as BSA fraction V and gelatin (Blomberg et al., 1979). In this

investigation, various of these schemes were attempted as presented in Table 1,

None of these provided increased specificity or decreased background

absorbance.

As depicted in figures 4 and 5, the data clearly follow Michaelis-Menten

kinetics and so further analysis of the data by single-substrate kinetics is justified

(Dixon and Webb, 1974). First-order kinetic reactions proceed at a rate directly

proportional to the concentration of antibody in the sample. All other reactants

(antigen, enzyme-conjugated antibody and substrate) are held in excess. At low

concentrations of antibody, the reaction velocity is directly proportional to the

limiting antibody concentration. Hence the reaction within the first 15 min is first-

order and increases linearly with respect to antibody concentration. As can be

seen from these data, the reaction reaches saturation and zero order kinetics

within 10-15 min in more concentrated dilutions of serum.
Slope measurements were calculated during the first 5 min of the reaction

in order to ensure remaining within the linear first-order portion of the enzyme

kinetic reaction curve. In comparison to endpoint ELISA procedure, from these

data and that of others (Barlough et al., 1983; Tsang et al., 1980; Sampson et al.,

1983), first-order kinetics of these reactions occurred in many sera within the first

15 minutes. Use of kinetic measurements of ELISA enzyme-substrate reactions

eliminate the substrate reaction times of 30-90 min utilized in endpoint assays

(Hendry and McIntosh, 1982; Blomberg et al, 1983; Gillette, 1983; Cranage and

Coombs, 1982) if measurements in this linear zero-order zone are desired.

Personal observation has demonstrated that the long substrate incubation times

utilized in traditional endpoint ELISA frequently allowed non-specific reaction to

occur in both virus and control antigen wells. That is, the chromogenic reaction

continued after enzyme saturation, leading to false positivity in negative samples

and poor discrimination between RSV and CAG wells in positive samples.

At this point, some discussion of the low correlation between serum-virus

neutralization and KELA titers is merited. Serum-virus neutralization titers

measure one subset of the antibody population to a particular virus, that is, the

population termed "neutralizing" antibodies. This fraction of the antibody

population probably contains IgG as well as IgM and IgA antibodies. On the

other hand, the KELA procedure presented in this investigation strictly measures
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IgG antibodies to BRSV. So, although there is a general overall correspon-

dence between the two, the two assays very likely are measuring different

subsets of BRSV antibody populations. The greater sensitivity of the KELA also

probably accounts for the higher overall titers of KELA determinations. There

appears to be a good correlation between low and negative titers between the

two assays.

Interestingly, Gillette (1983) also found a low correspondence between

ELISA and S-N titers (r = 0.25) in field collected samples. Correlation between

the two was significantly better in that study for experimentally infected animals.

No explanation is offered, but antibody affinity may be one reason.

Experimentally infected animals would be postulated to more uniformly produce

a predominant group of plasma cell clones, as would hyperimmunized animals.

Randomly selected animals from the field would possibly be more variable in

their immune responses based on "strength" of immunizing dose of virus and

individual response. Another possible explanation is a natural antigenic

variation in wild-type virus. As more research is done in this area, the evidence

of antigenic variation in BRSV becomes more pronounced. Evidence of strain
variations continues to accumulate (Anderson et al., 1986; Ward et al., 1984;

Cheeseman et al., 1986).

KELA appears to be a more sensitive assay in as much as it detected

antibody in all S-N positive sera and detected low levels of antibody in several

S-N negative sera. It is felt that this is not a lack of specificity on the part of

KELA, but rather a measure of the ability of the enzyme immunoassay to detect

low levels of antibody overlooked by a less sensitive assay. KELA appears to

be highly specific since it reacted vigorously with a known BRSV positive

hyperimmune serum and gave no reaction with a fetal bovine serum known to

be negative for BRSV antibody. Also, the reactions of BRSV KELA positive, S-N

negative samples were confirmed upon retest. CAG absorbances were low in

these samples, thus these BRSV KELA positives were not felt to be due to

non-specific reactivity.

Figure 6 depicts the underlying reasons why multiple dilutions were used

rather than the single dilution employed by many authors. Indeed, kinetic slope

is linear with respect to antibody and hence bound enzyme concentration, but

only within a selected portion of the dose-response curve. In this respect, it does

not differ markedly from any other assay utilizing multiple dilutions, including the
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endpoint ELISA. A 50% endpoint value for a serum cannot be calculated

without titration of the sample and determination of the upper plauteau values

necessary in its calculation. Some authors select one dilution where greatest

discrimination between positive and negative values is found for calculation of

antibody titer, presumably from this upper plateau portion of the curves. The

very reason for construction of a dose-response curve, however, is that the most

sensitive and statistically significant point on the curve is the calculated midpoint

or 50% point of the curve. An additional problem is that the logic for the

selection of this single dilution is often unclear. Some authors attempt to select

a point from the central linear portion of the curve approximating the 50%

endpoint value without knowledge of plateau values necessary in calculating it.

Others presumably select from the upper plateau portion without calculating a

50% endpoint, making meaningful statistical comparisons between various

assays difficult. Hence, in order to calculate rather than approximate 50%

endpoints, multiple dilutions were used in the current study. By reducing the

number of dilutions to four, two sera as well as a positive control could be tested

on one plate. Five dilutions or more per serum would have given a better

approximation of the curve. However, four dilutions were deemed satisfactory

as five dilutions would have necessitated assaying only one serum and a

positive control per plate.

The logic employed in selecting the four dilutions used is as follows. The

most critical points on these curves were those in the upper plateau portion of

each curve, as these points were used to determine the 50% endpoint value.

Consequently, two points were chosen from this portion of the curve. As was

occasionally the case, successive values at higher dilution were observed to be

greater in optical density than those preceding. Points seen to be increasing in

this portion of the curve could be averaged with adjacent points for best least

squares fit (Barlow et al., 1972). In order to assure that the 50% endpoint titer

determined from these points was reasonably valid, two more points were

chosen in order to approximate the remainder of the curve: one in the linear

portion of the curve as near to the 50% endpoint as possible on all curves and

one in the lower portion to approximate the lowest curve values.

The distinct advantage of KELA is that it maintains the rapidity and

simplicity of conventional enzyme immunoassays as compared to standard

methods of antigen determination and antibody titration, as well as adding an
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entirely new dimension of accuracy and precision. A conventional ELISA

generally has from 1-3 data points per sample while the KELA performed herein

has nine. The tandem assaying of samples on RSV and CAG enables one to

eliminate background absorbance due to adsorption with extraneous factors in

virus and tissue culture preparations. Hence a more realistic picture of specific

antibody adsorption to virus is presented. As mentioned previously, assaying

samples during the initial five minutes of the enzyme-substrate reaction helps

decrease or eliminate the chance of spontaneous color changes or variations in

endpoints possible with long incubations and incomplete stoppage by reagents.

Finally, as also discussed previously, KELA presents quantitative data based on

enzyme kinetics. This is especially important in research applications or in

systems where great precision is desired. Yet the technique is as simple, rapid

and inexpensive to perform as conventional ELISA.
Naturally, the question of expediency versus accuracy is also an important

issue in this discussion. If multiple dilutions are required to titer antibody with a

kinetic assay as they are with an endpoint assay, there is no real reduction in the

amount of labor involved in calculation of KELA results. Indeed, labor is

increased since the kinetic system requires more spectrophotometric readings

and more sophisticated data interpretation. The rationale for the development of

ELISA in specific systems is that the assay decreases virus diagnosis time. This

is not achieved when only two samples per plate with four dilutions can be

evaluated versus 6-8 samples per plate with a single dilution. The necessity of

approximating three dose-response curves per plate for each sample and the

positive control versus comparing single values to a standard curve also greatly

adds to the labor of data calculation. In measuring antibodies in paired serum

samples for diagnosis of disease, a semi-quantitative measurement of the

amount of antibody may be all that is required, rather than an absolute

determination of nanogram amounts of antibody likely to be required in a

research setting. Under these conditions, a single dilution assay may be

sufficient. In a clinical setting, replicate antibody titrations as determined by

standard neutralization assays frequently vary by a two-fold dilution. Therefore,

comparing the highly sensitive KELA assays to other antibody titration methods

used in a clinical setting probably justifies using a single dilution with

comparison to a standard curve. As a note of caution, Vol ler et al. (1979)

mention that the standard curve format of endpoint ELISA works less well for
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titration of antibodies due to changes in affinity of the antibody populations being

measured in different samples.

In a practical setting, kinetic ELISA can be extremely time-consuming and

cumbersome. Rather than a simple endpoint, determination of kinetic slopes,

regression equations and corrections for daily variation are a lengthy process.

Obviously an automatic ELISA reader is essential for kinetic determinations. A

computer was used for a majority of the analysis in the present study, but data

were entered manually and a large portion was analyzed by hand with a

calculator. Obviously, in a high volume setting, this simply is not practical

without an ELISA reader-computer interface and program specifically for this

purpose. The study by Bar lough et al. (1983) demonstrates the accessibility of

KELA when proper automation is at hand. An expensive system is not
necessarily in order. Schwarz (1985) explains that this technology is not outside

the scope of the hand calculator, as demonstrated by his automatic data

program for an RIA using a Hewlett-Packard 41CV. It is ideal in a clinical setting

since it both fits curves and monitors quality control. The variety of washing and

pipetting devices specifically designed for high volume ELISA would also

facilitate the use of KELA in a laboratory with a high output.

With the variety of ELISA methodologies available, standardized reporting

of data can also be a difficulty. ELISA results are reported directly as
absorbance values (Bidwell et al., 1977), titers (Vol ler et al., 1979), "ELISA units"

(Kenny and Dunsmoor, 1983; Butler et al., 1978; Rotmans and Scheven, 1984),

activity units (Tsang et al., 1980, 1981; Sampson et al., 1983) and mg/ml of

antibody (Engvall and Ruoslahti, 1979). It is true that ELISA determinations are

often difficult to compare with other dissimilar assays, but results meaningful to

the clinician can be a problem (Hill and Mattsen, 1983). In the development of

this assay, conversion to a continuous scale of "S-N equivalent" titers was used

in hopes of making the comparison to S-N titers somewhat more accessible

(Barlough et al., 1983). Obviously, an absolute comparison to S-N titers is not
possible and further serological surveys to make comparisons between the two

scales are needed.

Quality control as emphasized by Snyder and Erickson (1981) is extremely

important. Some of the most important factors seem to be consistency of routine

in washing, of incubation times particularly of serum (N. Muggli, personal

communication, April, 1985) and of mechanical agitation of plates. Also
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important were fresh reagents and uniform pH specific to each buffer.

Other investigators such as Butler et al. (1979) and Maggio (1980) raise

the question of what precisely the ELISA measures: antibody concentration or

affinity. Evidence from these studies points out that ELISA does not strictly
quantify antibody, but demonstrable differences in titer by ELISA are apparent

when similar-titering sera by neutralization assays are compared. As can be

seen in Figure 6, although titers are similar, there is a definite shifting of the

linear portion of the curve to left and right and hence of what constitutes the

value of the 50% endpoint in different samples. This is particularly noticeable in

the serum from the National Veterinary Service Laboratory, a hyperimmune

serum which would be expected to have a high affinity population of antibodies

after repeated immunization. Although other sera may have similar S-N titers,

ELISA as a measure of affinity, provides higher values. Butler et al. (1978)

suggest for this reason that "ELISA units", rather than the amount of antibody or

titer, be used since ELISA measures the amount of antibody affected by affinity.

This also demonstrates clearly that the needs to be satisfied by a particular

system must be carefully analyzed. For instance, Butler et al. (1978) mention

that different ELISA methods may be better at quantifying different entities. In

their study, different types of ELISA, amplified versus indirect, were better at

measuring low affinity versus high affinity populations of antibodies respectively.

As another example, Tsang et al. (1984) point out that quantitative capacities of

horseradish peroxidase conjugates prepared by glutaraldehyde were less

sensitive, but sensitive over a wide range of activity, while those prepared by

periodate conjugation (being the popular method today particularly with

commercial conjugates) were more sensitive, but this sensitivity was confined to

a narrower range of ligand concentrations. Care should obviously be given to

the selection of the criteria important to the needs of a particular assay design.

KELA titration of IgG antibodies to BRSV, although accelerating diagnosis

of BRSV, still retains some of the problems of conventional assays. Paired sera

are still necessary in order to determine exposure to the virus. Measuring

secretory IgA assay might help circumvent this problem, but production of sIgA is

variable and poor sample quality discussed earlier is a problem. IgM, being

produced early in the immune response to viruses is perhaps another question

to investigate in evaluating early infection assay methods. Enzyme

immunoassays for lgM present many methodological problems. Due to steric
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hindrance, immunoglobulin class capture assays are usually required. Good

quality capture antibody is often difficult to produce, although monoclonal

antibodies, if available, may alleviate this problem. In addition, problems with

IgM class rheumatoid factor (RF) can occur. Commonly produced during the

acute phase of viral infections, RF can lead to false positive results unless

accounted for in assay procedures. Schmitz (1982) mentions a potentially

extremely useful capture assay where by simply varying the class of capture

antibody, the different classes of antibody in a sample can be assayed.

Schmidt's (1984) excellent summary of class-specific viral antibody assays

presents some of these problems and possible solutions.
ELISA has repeatedly proven itself as a sensitive, rapid and inexpensive

assay to perform. The KELA goes a step farther by offering even greater

precision than a conventional enzyme immunoassay. With proper automation

and computerization, it proves to be a rapid and sensitive tool in both the

research and diagnostic laboratories.
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